Survey: Treasurers List Top Three Risks
The 2019 AFP Risk Survey, supported by Marsh & McLennan, found that treasury and finance professionals believe the top three risks over the next three years are: strategic, cyber and financial.

Emerging Technologies
Will Blockchain Impact Treasury's Future?
The impact of blockchain is only beginning to be felt throughout organizations. How will it impact the future of treasury?

Podcast
FP&A and Treasury: Shotgun Wedding?
More than ever FP&A and treasury need to work well together. Alex Gallinsky of the Peloton Group explains how these two functions can resolve their relationship differences.

AFP 2019's Sunday Keynote: Robin Roberts
One of broadcasting's most personable figures, Robin Roberts, will take the stage at AFP 2019's Sunday Keynote. Start the conference right with Roberts' message of perseverance.

The Early Deadline is Approaching
Gain instant recognition by earning your Certified Treasury Professional credential and achieve the global standard for excellence in treasury. Now is the time to take the next step in your career.

AFP Corporate Training
Invest in Your Team
We help high performing treasury and finance teams become even stronger and more agile.

Webinar
Mitigating Risk in the Treasury Ecosystem
Tuesday, March 3, 209, 2:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. ET
1.2 CTF | 1.2 CPE | 1.2 PPA
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